Angiotensin-Converting Enzyme Gene Insertion/Deletion Polymorphism and Cardiometabolic Risk Factors: A Study Among Bhil Tribal Population from Two Environmental Settings.
Studies have investigated the association between angiotensin-converting enzyme (ACE) gene insertion/deletion (I/D) polymorphism and cardiometabolic risk factors (CMRFs), however with varying results, which could be due to ethnicity differences. Therefore, the present study was conducted among Bhil tribal population (a mendelian population with the common gene pool and same sociocultural attributes), residing in two different environmental settings. The study attempts to understand the distribution and extent of association of ACE I/D gene polymorphism with cardiometabolic risk factors among Bhils from rural and urban settings. All the obesity and blood pressure variables were collected form 432 recruited subjects from both sexes aged 25-65 years and ACE I/D polymorphism was analysed on 299 subjects. Almost all the studied CMRFs were found to be significantly higher among urban Bhils. ACE gene was found to be polymorphic in the studied groups. DD genotype was found to pose more than threefold significant risk for low HDLC only in rural area. Estimate change analysis revealed an increasing D allele dose leads to more than one unit increase in Blood Pressure, and more than three units decrease in HDLC. The study highlights the differential effect of ACE I/D gene polymorphism in different environmental settings.